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Abstract. The UN Sustainable Development Goals include a range of indicators that incorporate measurements for cities and
urban and rural areas. Whereas the methodology for the indicators is harmonised, the definition of urban and rural areas were not
National definitions of urban and rural areas differ significantly and make them unsuitable for international comparisons. In 2020,
the UN Statistical Commission endorsed a harmonised definition of cities, towns and rural areas for international comparison,
called the Degree of Urbanisation. This new method based on a population grid allows for a harmonised comparison of urbanisation
across the globe. First estimates indicate that national definitions in several African and Asian countries show substantially higher
rural population shares as compared to the harmonised definition. By contrast, rural population shares based on national definitions
in Europe and the Americas tend to be similar of lower as compared to the harmonised definition. Comparing the population in
large cities based on national definitions and the Degree of Urbanisation reveals a high level of agreement.
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1. Introduction

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
have more significant subnational focus, including
cities, urban areas and rural areas, compared to the Mil-
lennium Development Goals. The eight Millennium
Development Goals could all be measured at the na-
tional level and many of the SDG target cities and com-
munities. As such, the SDG 11 is oriented towards the
target to make cities and human settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable. In addition, many other
SDG indicators should be measured not only at the na-
tional level, but also for individual cities and for urban
and rural areas. This reflects a growing awareness that
cities, urban and rural areas present different opportu-

1This document reflects the views only of the authors and the
European Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein.
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nities for sustainable development. Statistics presented
via national averages can obscure the variation within
a country, whereas subnational indicators bring some
statistic closer to daily realities. On average, air quality
may be quite good in a country, but it may be very poor
some of its cities. Access to education may be high on
average at the national level, but it may be low in some
of the rural areas.

Despite the stronger focus on cities, urban and rural
areas, the SDGs do not propose a harmonised definition
of these types of territories. This creates a risk that even
when indicators are measured in an identical manner;
they are not comparable because they are applied to
territories that are not uniformly define. Several of the
SDG 11 indicators are highly sensitive to where the
boundary of a city is drawn. For example, access to
public transport tends to be higher in the city centre
than it is on the outskirts of a city. A city boundary that
excludes those outskirts will make the access to pub-
lic transport seem much higher than if those outskirts
were included. The same is true for many of the rural
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area indicators. For example, the share of population
within 2 km of an all-season road will be much higher
if settlements with up to 100 000 inhabitants are defined
as rural as opposed to settlements with only up to 200
inhabitants.

The emergence of a new statistical tool, the popula-
tion grid, has created new opportunities to define terri-
tories across the globe in a more harmonized manner.
One benefit of the population grid is that it uses spa-
tial units of the same shape (squares) and size across
the entire world. The census units for example have
hugely varying shapes and sizes within and between
countries. The population grid also allows identifying
settlements without having to rely on other indicators
such as population size or population density of census
units

This article argues and demonstrates that the data
based national definitions of what constitute urban and
rural areas as reported to the United Nations are not suit-
able for international comparisons. The UN World Ur-
banization Prospects [1] clearly indicate that these data
are based on national definitions and provides conven-
tions and description list in the annex of the documents.
Many scholars and journalists, however, have taken this
data as sufficiently harmonised to use for cross coun-
try comparisons and global assessments. For example,
the coming massive wave of urbanisation which has
been much discussed [2] is purely based on data using
national definitions.

This article presents a new harmonised definition for
international statistical comparison, called the degree
of urbanisation, which was endorsed by the UN Statis-
tical Commission in 2020. In addition, the article de-
scribes the estimated population shares in cities, towns
and rural areas by applying this new method to a new
global, free and open population grid [3,4]. This reveals
a rather different picture of global urbanisation than
the one based national definitions. Some uncertainty
remains, as the quality and spatial resolution of the pop-
ulation data available for some countries is still quite
low. Fortunately, more and more statistical offices see
the value of producing a population grid based on a
geo-coded census or a geo-coded population register.
The upcoming census round will allow these estimates
of urban and rural population to become more accurate.

In this paper, the first section analyses the current na-
tional definitions of urban and rural areas based on def-
initions reported to the UN and listed in the World Ur-
banization Prospects [1]. The second section describes
the degree of urbanisation and the data sources used
to apply it to the globe. The third section compares

the results coming from these two methods first for the
split between urban and rural areas and secondly for the
cities of more than 300,000 inhabitants.

The Degree of Urbanisation methodology is intended
to facilitate the comparison across national borders to
complement the national definitions and not to replace
them. National definitions can incorporate local data
that may not be available globally, incorporate country
specificities and consider policy links.

2. The different types of national definitions

2.1. Definitions using population size

The World Urbanization Prospects [1] reports the
population share in urban and rural areas in 233 coun-
tries and areas. About half of the definitions (118 out of
233) to classify areas as urban described in the method-
ological annex include a minimum population size. In
some countries, the definition relies exclusively on a
minimum population size. In others, this minimum pop-
ulation size threshold is used in combination with other
indicators or criteria.

A specific population size threshold is mentioned for
100 countries in that methodological annex. The vast
majority (85%) of these use a population threshold of
5 000 inhabitants or less (see Fig. 1). The most common
thresholds are 5 000 (27 countries) and 2 000 (24 coun-
tries) Japan and China are outliers with thresholds that
are ten to twenty times higher, respectively 50 000 and
100 000. For a good overview of how this has changed
over time see [5]

The impact of a population size threshold to define an
urban area depends on the size of the spatial units used.
If spatial units cover a large area, they will have larger
populations than if they covered only a small area. As a
result, in countries with spatial units with a small area,
more units would fall below the minimum population
size threshold than in countries with large spatial units.
Even spatial units that cover a small neighbourhood in a
city, could fall below the minimum population size and
thus be classified as rural. If the spatial units cover a
large in area, many will exceed the minimum population
threshold and be classified as rural, even if there are
no large settlements within that area. This statistical
distortion linked to the shape and scale of the spatial
unit is a classic problem known as the modifiable areal
unit problem [6].

Population density is highly sensitive to the area size
of the spatial unit. Everything else being equal, large
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Fig. 1. Population size thresholds to define urban population. Source: UN World Urbanization Prospects 2018.

spatial units have lower population densities than small
ones. This is probably why relatively few countries use
this indicator. Only 17 countries reported using den-
sity as a criterion. For 10 countries, the actual density
threshold is reported. In these countries, the population
density varies from 150 inhabitants per km2 in Ger-
many and 200 in Cambodia to 1 500 in China and the
Seychelles. In addition, census enumeration areas tend
to cover only a small area where population density are
high and a very large in area where population density
are low, which leads to distortions at both end of the
density spectrum.

2.2. Municipalities, localities and settlements

The lack of consistent data with a high spatial resolu-
tion is a big obstacle to defining cities and settlements.
The UN census recommendations underline that locali-
ties should not be equated with the smallest spatial units
because a spatial unit can contain multiple small local-
ities and a big locality can be spread across multiple
spatial units.

Localities as defined above should not be confused
with the smallest civil divisions of a country. In
some cases, the two may coincide. In others, how-
ever, even the smallest civil division may contain
two or more localities. On the other hand, some
large cities or towns may contain two or more civil
divisions, which should be considered as segments
of a single locality rather than separate localities.
[para 2.79] [7]

In other words, settlements (or localities) should be
defined independently from civil or administrative divi-
sions. For example, Finland defines an urban area as a
population settlement of at least 200 inhabitants, where
the distance between residential buildings is no more
than 200 meters.2 In this definition, the first step is to
create clusters of residential buildings and only then
to count population. It does not directly measure the
clustering of population, because historically the data
on buildings had a higher spatial resolution than the
population. A cadastral map with the outline of each
building has a spatial resolution of a few meters, while
the resolution of population data varied with the size of
spatial units that had ranged from less than one square
kilometer to several thousand square kilometers.

The UN recommendation defines a locality as a dis-
tinct population cluster [para 2.78] [7]. If the exact loca-
tion of the population is known, there is no need to mea-
sure the distance between residential buildings to map
population clusters. With growing use of geo-coded
censuses – geo-referenced population registers, the ac-
curacy of population data is much higher which then
allows the direct identification of population clusters.

2.3. Definitions relying on administrative designation

About half (114 out of 233) of the definitions de-
scribed in the methodological annex use an adminis-

2http://www.stat.fi/ajk/tiedotteet/v2008/tiedote_001_2008-01-15.
html.
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Fig. 2. Types of national definitions of urban and rural areas, 2014. Source: UN World Urbanization Prospects 2018.

trative designation, either exclusively or in combina-
tion with other indicators (see Fig. 2). For international
comparisons, the drawback of using administrative des-
ignations is that they are country specific. They cannot
be replicated in other countries. As a result, it is difficult
to assess how similar or different these designated areas
are.

Administrative designations vary widely. Some list
a number of local authorities, as for example Trinidad
and Tobago do. Some use an administrative rule. Brazil,
for example, requires that every municipality or district,
no matter how small, have an administrative centre that
is defined as urban. Other countries combine an admin-
istrative designation with a more statistical definition.
For example, Zimbabwe’s definition includes places
that are simply designated as urban and places that are
selected based on statistical indicators (minimum pop-
ulation of 2,500 inhabitants residing in a compact set-
tlement pattern and where more than 50 per cent of
the employed persons are engaged in non-agricultural
occupations).

2.4. Other criteria: Agricultural employment,
infrastructure and services

Three other requirements appear frequently in urban
and rural definitions: agricultural employment (37 defi-
nitions), certain types of infrastructure (19 definitions)
and certain services (17 definitions). The biggest draw-
back of such definitions is that they can interfere with
the relationship between on the one hand urbanisation
and on the other hand economic development, access
to infrastructure and services (see below).

2.5. Empirical evidence that the national definitions
are radically different

To verify if the different national definitions implic-
itly share a similar underlying concept, we measured
what population density threshold applied to a popula-
tion grid reproduces the same share of urban popula-
tion that applying the national definition would yield.
This makes a relatively plausible assumption that urban
areas are denser than rural areas. The USA and India
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Fig. 3. Population density thresholds that reproduce nationally defined urban population shares, 2015. Source: UN World Urbanization Prospects
2018.

use a similar minimum population size threshold (2,500
and 5,000 respectively) to define urban areas [8]. Ac-
cording to the national definition, 82% of population
in the USA lives in an urban area, 82% of the popu-
lation also lives in 1 km2 grid cells with a density of
at least 222 residents per km2. Based on the national
definition, the urban population share in India is 33%.
The density threshold that captures 33% of its popula-
tion is of 16705 residents per km2. Figure 3 shows the
population density thresholds that when applied to grid
cells of 1 km2 captures the same population share as
the nationally defined urban population share.

A general pattern emerges from this analysis. In the
Americas, Europe and Oceania a relatively low popu-
lation density threshold captures the same population
share as the nationally defined urban population. In
most countries in Africa and Asia, a higher population
density threshold is needed to capture the same popula-
tion share as the national urban definitions do. We have
also tested this using larger grid cells (2 by 2 km, 5 by
5 km and 10 by 10 km) and the same pattern holds: To

capture the same population share as the national urban
definitions do, substantially higher population density
thresholds are needed in Africa and Asia than in the
Americas, Europe and Oceania.

This first test applied a density threshold to individ-
ual cells. We conducted a second test using a minimum
population density thresholds applied to individual cells
and a minimum population size applied to the clusters
of contiguous cells above that density threshold. This
means that first, all the cells above the population den-
sity threshold are selected. Next, all the cells above that
threshold are clustered based on contiguity and the pop-
ulation of those clusters is calculated. Finally, all the
cells in a cluster with a population below the minimum
population size threshold are discarded. A wide range
of combinations of population density and size thresh-
olds were tested to identify which combinations repro-
duced the nationally defined urban population share. In
the Americas, Europe and Oceania combinations of low
population density and small population size thresh-
olds reproduced the nationally defined urban population
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share, while in Africa and Asia combinations of high
population density and large population size thresh-
olds reproduced the national shares. These indicates
that national definitions differ significantly and are less
suitable for international comparisons. It also implies
that a harmonised definition based on population size
and density will in some countries lead to a big differ-
ence in the urban population share as compared to the
nationally defined share.

One possible explanation for these differences could
be that in countries split the urban-rural continuum in
different ways. If we define the urban-rural continuum
as going from large to small settlements, it could be that
some countries only include large settlements in their
urban category, while others also include medium-sized
settlements in their urban category.

3. The degree of urbanisation to the globe

This section explains the benefits of the new method
and provides a short overview of its main elements. The
full detail of how to apply the method can be found in
the dedicated manual [9].

The Degree of urbanisation (DEGURBA) is a classi-
fication that indicates the character of an area. It com-
bines population size and population density thresh-
olds to capture the complete hierarchy of settlements.
A population grid of 1 km2 cells is the starting point
to determine the degree of urbanisation. Within level 1
of the degree of urbanisation classification, settlements
are classified to one of three classes: cities; towns and
semi-dense areas; and rural areas. Level 2 of the de-
gree of urbanisation classification is a hierarchical sub-
classification of level 1. It has been created to identify
specific types of medium and small settlements, such
as towns and villages.

3.1. Benefits of the degree of urbanisation

There are six clear advantages of the new methodol-
ogy.

– The Degree of Urbanisation captures the urban-
rural continuum in three and seven classes. A
growing number of countries uses more than two
classes in an attempt to capture the urban-rural
continuum. For example, India, the USA, Portugal
and South Africa all uses three classes.

– While national definitions use very different pop-
ulation size and density thresholds, the Degree of
Urbanisation classification uses the same thresh-
olds across the globe.

– The Degree of Urbanisation avoids the distortions
generated by spatial units that differ in shape and
size, known as the modifiable areal unit problem.
By starting with a classification of a 1 km2 popu-
lation grid, it creates a classification which is inde-
pendent from the administrative units of a country
and is typically far more detailed.3

– It measures population clusters directly instead
of a through a proxy. The United Nations Prin-
ciples and Recommendations for Population and
Housing Censuses [10] defines a locality or settle-
ment as a distinct population cluster [Section 1.8,
p. 187]. In the past, however, it was not possible
to measure where people were clustered, while
buildings were often mapped at a much higher
spatial resolution than the population. Therefore,
some national and academic definitions used clus-
ters of buildings to identify settlements. Today,
however, far more precise information is available
on the distribution and location of populations.
As a result, it is no longer necessary to approx-
imate a population cluster by using a cluster of
buildings. Measuring population concentrations
directly makes them more comparable across dif-
ferent levels of (economic) development and over
time.

– Defines areas to monitor access to services, not ar-
eas defined by access to services. The sustainable
development goals include multiple indicators that
monitor access to services or infrastructure. Exam-
ples include indicators measuring access to elec-
tricity, safely managed drinking water, a mobile
phone network and all-weather roads. To properly
monitor access to these services in urban and ru-
ral areas, these indicators should not be part of
the definition. Take for example, a definition of an
urban area that includes a criterion that everyone
should have access to electricity. This would mean
that some large and dense settlements without full
access to electricity would be classified as rural
and not urban. It would also make it impossible
to monitor the access to electricity in urban areas
as all urban areas would have access to electricity,
because it is part of the definition of the urban area.

3The second step of this method classifies administrative or statis-
tical spatial units, which reintroduces the problem of working with
units of varying shapes and sizes. Therefore, it is recommended to
use small administrative or statistical spatial units; this should ensure
a good match with the grid classification. Applying this method to
very large units, such as regions, may significantly alter population
shares when compared with the grid classification.
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Table 1
Short and technical terms for classifying small spatial units to levels 1 and 2 of
the Degree of Urbanisation

Level Short terms Technical terms
1 Cities Densely populated areas
2 Cities Large settlements
1 Towns & semi-dense areas Intermediate density areas
2 Dense towns Dense, medium settlements
2 Semi-dense towns Semi-dense, medium settlements
2 Suburban or peri-urban areas Semi-dense areas
1 Rural area Thinly populated areas
2 Villages Small settlements
2 Dispersed rural areas Low-density areas
2 Very dispersed rural areas or Very low-density areas

Mostly uninhabited areas

– This method is highly cost-effective. A population
grid can be created for a relatively low cost using
existing data. Compiling statistics by Degree of
Urbanisation can often be done by re-aggregating
existing data.

3.2. The degree of urbanisation level 1 and level 2

The Degree of Urbanisation is applied in a two-step
process: First, grid cells of 1 km2 are identified. Grid
cells of 1 km2 strike a balance between spatial detail,
availability of official data, concerns about confidential-
ity and computational complexity. Subsequently, grid
cells are defined based on population density, contiguity
and population size. This yields a typology of a grid cell
which can be urban centre, urban cluster or a rural grid
cell. Once all grid cells have been classified and urban
centres, urban clusters and rural grid cells identified, the
next step concerns overlaying these results onto small
spatial units. Small spatial units can be administrative
units – such as municipalities – or statistical areas –
such as census units (enumeration areas) [9].

Classifying grid cells [9]:
– An urban centre or high density cluster is a clus-

ter of contiguous cells of 1 km2 (using four
point contiguity) with population density at least
1,500 inhabitants per km2 and collectively a mini-
mum population of 50,000 inhabitants before gap-
filling.

– An urban cluster (moderate-density cluster) is a
cluster of contiguous grid cells of 1 km2 (using
eight point contiguity) with population density of
at least 300 inhabitants per km2 and a minimum
population of 5,000 inhabitants.

– Rural grid cells (mostly low-density cells) are the
cells that are not identified as urban centres or as
urban clusters. The vast majority of these cells
have a density below 300 inhabitants per km2.

Classifying small spatial units:
Once grid cells have been classified, they can be

overlaid to small spatial units yielding the level 1 of
degree of urbanisation. A small spatial unit can be either
an administrative unit or a statistical area. They are
classified as following:

– Cities (or densely populated areas) are small spa-
tial units that have at least 50% of their population
in urban centres;

– Towns and semi-dense areas (or intermediate den-
sity areas) are defined as small spatial units that
have less than 50% of their population in urban
centres and no more than 50% of their population
in rural grid cells;

– Rural areas (or thinly populated areas) are small
spatial units that have more than 50% of their pop-
ulation in rural grid cells.

Urban areas are defined as cities plus towns and semi-
dense areas, but as cities differ from towns and semi-
dense areas, it is recommended to report on all three
classes separately.

Changes to the classification of a given small spatial
unit due to a change in the population distributions tend
to occur only slow. As a result, updating the Degree of
Urbanisation based on a new population grid may only
be needed every 5 or 10 years.

The extensions to level 2 of the Degree of Urbani-
sation provide additional useful insight into the spatial
structure of a territory or a country. Cities are clearly
defined settlements, which can be organised by pop-
ulation size. The class of towns and semi-dense areas
include towns and separate them in dense towns, semi-
dense towns and suburban or peri-urban areas. Further-
more, rural areas are separated in villages, dispersed
rural areas and mostly uninhabited areas. Level 2 clas-
sification is implemented in the same manner as level 1
classification.
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The population density thresholds have specific
terms; dense means at least 1500 inhabitants per km2,
semi dense means at least 300 inhabitants per km2, low
density means between 300 and 50 inhabitants per km2,
whereas very low density means less than 50 inhabitants
per km2.

The terms large, medium and small each refer to a
specific population size threshold: large means a popu-
lation of at least 50 000 inhabitants, medium means a
population of at least 5 000 inhabitants and small means
a population between 500 and 4 999 inhabitants. The
technical terms for small spatial units that refer to a city,
town or village include the word ‘settlement’, while the
others use the word ‘area’.

3.3. Functional urban areas or metropolitan areas

Functional Urban Areas (FUAs) can complement
the Degree of Urbanisation classification. A FUA or
metropolitan area is composed of a city plus its sur-
rounding, less densely populated spatial units that make
up the city’s labour market, its commuting zone. The
FUAs and the Degree of Urbanisation classification are
linked by usage of the same exact concept of city. FUAs
can be defined as follows; identifying an urban centre,
followed by overlaying small spatial units that have at
least 50% of their population in an urban centre-which
identifies the city. A commuting zone is then identified
as a set of contiguous small spatial units that have at
least 15% of their employed residents working in a city.

4. Comparing population in cities, urban and
rural areas using national definitions and the
Degree of Urbanisation

This section compares the population shares as de-
fined by the Degree of Urbanisation with the data pub-
lished by the UN DESA Population Division in the
World Urbanization Prospects [1] based on national
definitions. To estimate population share by Degree of
Urbanisation, this method was applied to a global, open
and free population grid.4 The population grids com-
bine census-based population data collected by CIESIN
at Columbia University (GWPv4.10) [11] with grids
reporting built-up densities [12].

First, we compare nationally defined cities-and urban
centres (cities) based on two above-mentioned sources

4https://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/.

with at least 300 000 inhabitants Second, we compare
the share of population in urban and rural areas.5

4.1. Population shares in large cities are similar
between the national and global definition

The global population living in cities of at least
300,000 based on national definitions is identical to that
based on the Degree of Urbanisation. The World Ur-
banization Prospects [1] lists 1,772 cities with at least
300,000 inhabitants in 2015 compared to 1,773 cities as
defined by the Degree of Urbanisation.6 Both account
for 31% of the global population. This high level of
agreement may be because large cities are relatively
easy to define. These dense large urban settlements are
typically known to everyone in a country.

Some variation can still be observed between the
different geographical regions of the world. The na-
tional definitions yield slightly higher population shares
in Europe and the Americas and in some cases lower
shares in Africa and Asia as compared to the Degree of
Urbanisation definition (see Fig. 4).

One conceptual difference is apparent in these
figures-the population share in cities over 300,000 based
on national definitions is considerably higher in North
America and Oceania (60% vs 38% and 49% vs 30%).
This is because these countries report data for ‘urban
agglomerations’ which are defined as a city and its con-
tiguous suburbs. While the data based on the Degree of
Urbanisation only considers the city population. Com-
paring these national defined urban agglomerations to
the functional urban areas or metropolitan areas shows
a much higher level agreement.7

5Please note that all the data presented here is only at the grid level.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain a global layer with all
the census enumeration areas or other small spatial units. Therefore,
the data here only covers the first step of the degree of urbanisation:
i.e. the coding of the grid cells. For ease of reading, the terms for
the spatial units are used here, although the data refers to the grid
cell concepts. Finally, we show the results using an alternative global
population grid to test the impact of the assumptions needed to create
a global population grid.

6The cities included in this comparison have been manually val-
idated. Urban centres that were judged to not represented a city or
were not certainly representing a city were excluded from this com-
parison. As a result, the population in urban centres reported here
is slightly lower than in the previous section (45% instead of 48%).
Most of the urban centres that were excluded can be found in Middle
and Eastern Africa, Southern Asia and Oceania.

7Metropolitan areas tend to be large than urban agglomeration
because a commuting zone can extend beyond the suburbs and also
include some of the surrounding rural areas.
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Fig. 4. Population in cites with over 300,000 inhabitants using the Degree of Urbanisation and national definitions, 2015. Source: UN World
Urbanization Prospects 2018.

Fig. 5. Population by Degree of Urbanisation and nationally defined urban areas, 2015. Source: UN World Urbanization Prospects 2018.

4.2. Rural population shares vary between the
national and global definition

The population shares in the nationally defined rural
areas are quite similar to the rural areas as defined by
the Degree of Urbanisation in the Americas, Europe
and Oceania (see Fig. 5). In Africa and Asia, the pop-
ulation share in nationally defined rural areas is much
larger than in the rural areas as defined by the degree of
urbanisation. In most cases, it is closer to the population

share in cities as defined by the degree of urbanisation.
This big difference in the rural population share may be
due to conceptual differences in the rural definition. For
example, national rural definitions in Africa and Asia
may include medium-sized settlements, while national
rural definitions exclude medium-sized settlements in
the America, Europe and Asia. For example, Japan and
China use a minimum urban population threshold of
50 000 and 100 00, compared to 200 and 2 500 in Den-
mark and France.
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The estimated population grid (GHS-POP) used for
these calculations is based on population data that typi-
cally has a coarser spatial resolution in Africa and Asia
compared to the Americas, Europe and Oceania. This
may have led to an underestimation of the rural popula-
tion in Africa and Asia. Improving the estimated pop-
ulation grids and grids based on geo-located censuses
in these regions can help to assess the extent of this
potential underestimation.

5. Conclusions

This article argues that national definitions of urban
areas are too different among each other to be used for
international comparisons. For instance, the minimum
settlements sizes ranging from 200 inhabitants (Den-
mark) to 100 000 (China). The three main reasons why
they are too different are: 1) Half the countries rely on
an individual administrative designation, which cannot
be replicated; 2) The other half do use a statistical def-
inition but many rely on indicators that are either not
available for all countries or not suitable for a global
definition; and 3) the countries that use a minimum
population size use quite different thresholds and apply
them to units of very different shapes and sizes.

Tests showed that the population shares in nationally
defined urban areas could not be replicated using the
same population density and size criteria globally. In
the Americas, Europe and Oceania a low population
density and size thresholds could replicate the national
shares, while in Africa and Asia high population den-
sity and size thresholds were typically needed. This
suggests that some countries use ‘urban areas’ to refer
exclusively to large settlements, while others use it to
refer to large and medium-sized settlements.

Estimates indicate that the population shares in cities
of 300 000 inhabitants or more as defined by the degree
of urbanisation are very similar to the share based on
nationally definitions. This suggests that national defi-
nitions and the Degree of Urbanisation agree on how to
define a large city. Population shares in rural areas as
defined by the Degree of Urbanisation and in nationally
defined rural areas are very similar in the Americas,
Europe and Oceania, but very different shares in Africa
and Asia. This could be because urban areas in Africa
and Asia typically only refer to larger settlements, while
medium-sized settlements are included in the rest of the
world.

We hope that in the coming years more countries will
apply the Degree of Urbanisation and produce the SDG

indicators using the Degree of Urbanisation. This would
allow statistical comparability on the international level.
The European Commission and UN-Habitat offer online
support and hands-on training to facilitate this process.
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